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1. a. The Fiction of Independence, charts prepared by the Permanent Subcommittee on
Investigations.  

b. Rentec Control of Palomino, quotes taken from 6/24/2009 Barclays Memorandum to
PwC.   [BARCLAYS-PSI-139757-766, at 763-764, Exhibit #53, below.]

c. Medallion Master Funds [RT-PSI-00363694]
d. Signatories to Franconia-Rentec Investment Advisory Agreement 

[RT-PSI-0396355, Exhibit #6, below.] 
Signatories to Mosel Limited Partnership Agreement 

[RT-PSI-00396411-412, Exhibit #8, below.]
Signatories to Bass-Rentec Investment Advisory Agreement 

[RT-PSI-00396321, Exhibit #35, below.]
Signatories to Badger Holdings Ltd. Partnership Agreement 

[RT-PSI-00396313-314, Exhibit #4, below.]

2. Internal Revenue Service Generic Legal Advice Memorandum (GLAM), released
November 12, 2010, re: Hedge Fund Basket Option Contracts (The contract does not
function like an option, and should not be treated as such.). 
[BARCLAYS-PSI-748148-158]

Documents Related to Renaissance Technologies (RenTec):

3. RenTec email, dated September 2008, re: Re-shuffle- Follow-up (I confirmed that there is
no prohibition against end-of-day transfers in our new MAPS documentation. We may
reshuffle the constituents of the underlying options at the end of the day, at the current
closing price. * * * Mark Silver was going [to] discuss with you the ability to optimize the
end of day re-shuffle process in order to keep the number of position re-shuffles to a
manageable amount and below the radar of DB.). [RT-PSI-00068362]

4. RenTec/Deutsche Bank email, dated November 2008, re: DB counteroffer (Daniel Koranyi
wrote: ... Colin points out that the Optimal Execution paper supports our contention that
any portfolio they would find themselves having to liquidate would be low-risk, and could
be liquidated slowly if required. The portfolio would be well diversified, market-neutral,
and with low liquidity imbalance....).  [RT-PSI-00368695-697]
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5. RenTec email, dated August 2011, re: US portfolio shift - overrides? (Management has
decided to shift some portfolio from the Palomino loss-protected managed account to the
Deutsche (DBAG) loss-protected managed accounts.  The total amount of portfolio to shift,
for now, is USD 4e9.).   [RT-PSI-00364418]

Documents Related to MAPS Transactions:

6. Investment Advisory Agreement between Renaissance Technologies Corp. and Franconia
Equities Ltd., dated March 30, 2000. (Advisor is authorized, without further approval by or
notice to the Client, to make all investment decisions concerning the Account....) 
[RT-PSI-00396351-355]

7. Barrier Option Transaction confirmation, dated March 14, 2012, between Deutsche Bank
AG, London Branch and Franconia Equities Ltd.  (Buyer has made an independent
judgment of the experience and expertise of the Investment Advisor. *** Other than as
provided above, Buyer agrees that it shall not contact directly the Investment Advisor
regarding the terms or subject matter of this Transaction.). [DB-PSI 00123196-208]

8. Mosel Equities L.P., Limited Partnership Agreement, dated October 26, 2007.  ([T]he
General Partner shall have complete and exclusive responsibility for managing and
administering the affairs of the Partnership, and shall have the power and authority to do
all things necessary or proper to carry out its duties hereunder.) [RT-PSI-00396394-413]

9. Amended &Restated Investment Advisory Agreement, dated November 16, 2007, between
Deutsche Bank AG London and Renaissance Technologies LLC. [RT-PSI-00000914-931]

10. RenTec/Deutsche Bank email, dated December 2007, re: Buy Back Request (We’ve been
unable to maintain a borrow to fully cover your following short position.  Please confirm
your willingness to buy this position back as we’re exposed to being bought in (any
cost/short sale fines will be passed on)[.] Due to the illiquidity of this stock at present I
must also ask you not to short any more.).  [RT-PSI-00004630-632]  

11. RenTec/Deutsche Bank email, dated February 2008, re: UK MAPS (However, what you
described faced some general objection where DB could be argued to have been effectively
fronting for an unregulated fund....  Not thought to be a good idea then and following the
Soc. Gen. fiasco I imagine there would be even more twitching now.).   
[RT-PSI-00062957-959]

12. Deutsche Bank Maps: New Process/Procedures As of May 15, 2008 (Portfolio rebalancing
due to Option Exercise *** Rentec Fund Operations group will reallocate the positions in
the sub-account underlying the exercised option to the remaining options based on their
relative cash settlement amounts....).    [RT-PSI-00002319-322]
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13. RenTec/Deutsche Bank email, dated June 2008, re: Language (Staggering options: You
wish to staffer options once every 3 months.  My suggestion is that you stagger options by
NAV also, so there is at least 6 points in NAV difference between different options.).  
[RT-PSI-00054256-257]

14. Deutsche Bank email, dated June 2008, re: What we need coded on PEAS apart from
guidelines (The anticipated leverage amt is not randomly chosen.  It is chosen so that the
funding cost (which we will call the “optionality value”) on the long side.... ...is between
20-25% of the initial premium (100 in the above).   [DB-PSI 00010767-769]

15. Managed Account Products, Option Account Profile, DBAG MAPS Rentech Mosel Equities
LP Option Account 1, dated June 24, 2008. [DB-PSI 00001599]

16. Deutsche Bank email, dated June 2008, re: Tentative: MAPS Working Group... (...if one
option is near breaching the barrier and they [RenTec] want to reallocate trades from that
options to others that are at capacity while still being under the 33bn GMV [Gross Market
Value] threshold.  Based on prior conversations they want to keep their flexibility around
allocations.). [DB-PSI 00025033-034]

17. GWA/Deutsche Bank email, dated July 2008, re: George Weiss MAPS Investment
Guidelines - PLEASE READ (Please transfer all the positions mentioned in Rule 11 and
Rule 12 to OGI account from the MAPS account *** He will be able to do the crosses
reqeusted under Rule 11 & Rule 12 in the AM). [GWALLC-PSI-0002504-505]

18. RenTec/Deutsche Bank email, dated July 2008, re: Optionality Value (While this formula
will give a desired result at the current interest levels, as interest rates increase (and we
could potentially require a longer dated option) the Optionality Value could get
prohibitively high even to the point of exceeding the total amount of premium.  I played
around with other formulas but still came up against the same conundrum).  
[RT-PSI-00046119-121]

19. Excerpt of Deutsche Bank, GPF Business Development, CTB Program Portfolio,
September 2008.  (The object of this initiative is to provide a New Multiple MAPS structure
that will more closely resemble a traditional options structure – premium risk.).
[DB-PSI 00116157-160, 177]

20. GWA email, dated October 2008, re: db maps account inbalance (just got a call from db
claiming we have too much net long exposure in maps and want just to bring the portfolio
back within 5% exposure within a week ... maybe we can cross some position over to ybs
next week). [GWALLC-PSI-0002328]
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21. Deutsche Bank/RenTec email, dated October 2008, re: DB-Rentec - Response to Issues
Discussed on 10/16 (In any event, expanding this to 20 Exchange Business Days does not
work from a tax standpoint.  20 Exchange Business Days to make a termination decision
under a 13-month options tilts the balance strongly in favor of viewing the accrual of this
termination right into the effective conversion of the option into an American style option.). 
[DB-PSI 00079017-021]

22. a. Excerpt of transcript of telephone conversation on November 7, 2008, between Satish
Ramakrishna and William Broeksmit (Mr. Ramakrishna: [S]o that’s the way option is
supposed to work ... this is structured as an option because  Mr. Broeksmit: Yeah for
tax reasons Mr. Ramakrishna: For tax reason but the ... option make it clear that the
premium is only ... commitment that the option holder has). [DB-PSI 00122458]

b. Excerpt of transcript of telephone conversation on November 6, 2008, between Peter
Brown and Satish Ramakrishna ([T]he models don't see the government intervention
but we do and we are nervous that something could happen.  … So we have actually
intervened and we do that from time to time when things like this happen.).
[DB-PSI 00122457]

23. RenTec/Deutsche Bank email, dated December 2008, re: Test of representations (It will be
operationally feasible for DB to create Designed Positions, both by not executing
transactions directed by the Advisor and by unwinding or liquidating Effected Positions
without the direction of the Advisor.).  [RT-PSI-00236253-258]

24. Master Investment Advisory Agreement, dated December 15, 2008, between Deutsche Bank
AG London and Renaissance Technologies LLC (...supervise and direct the investment and
reinvestment of all assets in the Account, and engage in such transactions on behalf of the
Client’s Account, in the Advisor’s discretion and without prior consultation with the Client,
subject only to the terms of this Agreement, in any and all forms of securities or other
property....)   [DB-PSI-00000001-047]

25. Deutsche Bank/GWA email, dated February 2009, re: MAPs comments (Loss of the cross
collateralization (ability to borrow against the excess equity) of the option.  Historically,
we have been able to fund the operating expenses of our business by borrowing against the
excess equity value of the option.).   [DB-PSI 00033762-765]

26. Deutsche Bank email, dated August 2009, re: RenTech MAPS (If client started the day with
maximum leverage (it has never done so), longs would have to underperform shorts by 11%
to burn through capital and put us into non-recourse loss territory.  We have triggers in
place that allow us to seize control of the portfolio at any point during the day if half of the
capital is depleted (ie, 5.5% long underperformance of shorts).). [DB-PSI 00006983-984]

27. Barrier Option Transaction confirmation, October 8, 2009, between  Deutsche Bank AG,
London Branch and Mosel Equities L.P.  (Buyer has made an independent judgment of the
experience and expertise of the Investment Advisor.  Buyer agrees that it shall not attempt
to direct or influence the choice of investments in the Basket.). [DB-PSI 00000181-209]
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28. Deutsche Bank/GWA email, dated October 2009, re: DB Options - possible new
developments (...codification of the economic substance doctrine which, if enacted, could
have serious implications with respect to the DB option transaction.). 
[DB-PSI 00036241-244]

29. Deutsche Bank/GWA email, dated October 2009, re: DB/Weiss MAPS option (Cross
selling: DB will not allow Weiss to cross sell positions held in the DB account to other
prime brokers in connection with its routine rebalancing activities.). 
[DB-PSI 00036700-701]

30. Deutsche Bank email, dated November 2009, re: Rentec Mosel EurOption #4 (Problem is
they were targeting the 7X Init Leverage again but that only gets us to a 16.6% Optionality
Val.  We either need 8.45X Init Leverage or Libor + 133bps Term Rate?????).  
[DB-PSI 00008625-627]

31. Deutsche Bank email, dated February 2012, re: Two Sigma Follow-up (Non-recourse 
financing is one option (MAPS is just a name for that)....).  [DB-PSI 00045265-266]

32. Deutsche Bank email, dated September 2011, re: quick summary on Rentec (Im hoping you
have a rough idea of the situation re the MAPS trades.  In order to resolve the question
of[:] - Owner of option controlling the entire underlying - Option (really the earliest
version) looks like a margin account[.]    I was thinking of using a CPPI like structure[.]).  
[DP-PSI 00112132-133]

33. Deutsche Bank email, dated November 2011, re: Rentec (That’s the result of having a real
option.).    [DB-PSI 00112522-523]

34. Deutsche bank email, dated December 2011, re: Rentec confirm and IMAs (Please see
below the changes to the Rentec confirm suggested by U.S. tax.  I note that some of these
changes are in response to changes suggested by Rentecs counsel, Winston & Strawn.  I
have not been privy to such communications.  I trust you have been involved.).  
[DB-PSI 00020740-748] 

Documents Related to COLT Transactions:

35. Investment Advisory Agreement between Renaissance Technologies Corp. and Bass
Equities Ltd., dated September 1, 2002.  (Advisor is authorized, without further approval
by or notice to the Client, to make all investment decisions concerning the Account....) 
[RT-PSI-00396318-321] 

36. Barclays Project Colt, New Product Proposal, dated May 28, 2002, (COLT provides an
after tax benefit to these investors through the conversion of their return from the fund from
short term capital gains (taxed at 39.6%) to long term capital gains (taxed at 20%).).
[BARCLAYS-PSI-212544-557]
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37. Correspondence between Barclays and Financial Services Authority re: PROJECT COLT,
dated July 4, August 16, September 5, and September 13, 2002.
[BARCLAYS-PSI-005241-243, 255-257, 260-261, and 258-259]

38. Barclays Memo, dated August 22, 2002, re: SCM [Structured Capital Markets] Approvals
paper - Project COLT (COLT provides an after tax benefit to these investors [RenTec]
through the conversion of their return from the fund from short term capital gains (taxed at
39.6%) to long term capital gains (taxed at 20%). This would be achieved by substituting
the Fund’s direct execution of its trading strategy with the cash settled call option over a
Barclays proprietary account whose performance substantially replicates the Fund’s
trading strategy.).    [BARCLAYS-PSI-212590-598]

39. Letter Agreement, dated September 30, 2002, between Barclays Bank PLC and Bass
Equities Ltd. (COLT Transaction).   [BARCLAYS-PSI-212918-932] 

40. Barclays Memo, dated April 4, 2003, re: SCM Approvals paper - Project COLT
(Renaissance II) (Palomino will not have any credit risk or market risk in the transaction,
due to the fact that ... its PB account is hedged by the Synthetic Call Option and Prime
Brokerage effectively has taken the downside risk.  The risk borne by Prime Brokerage is
akin to the risks taken in a normal collateralised [sic] Prime Brokerage relationship.).
[BARCLAYS-PSI-213947-953]

41. Badger Holdings L.P., Limited Partnership Agreement, dated August 17, 2004.  ([T]he
General Partner shall have complete and exclusive responsibility for managing and
administering the affairs of the Partnership, and shall have the power and authority to do
all things necessary or proper to carry out its duties hereunder.) [RT-PSI-00396296-315]

42. Barclays Capital Memo to SCM Approvals Committee, dated September 3, 2004, re:
Approvals paper – COLT V: Renaissance Restructuring (The risk borne by Prime
Brokerage is akin to the risks taken in a normal collateralised [sic] Prime Brokerage
relationship, where the risks generally are confined to catastrophic losses occurring over a
short period of time.).   [BARCLAYS-PSI-004161-165]

43. Indemnity Agreement, dated October 1, 2004, among Barclays Bank PLC, Palomino
Limited, Badger Holdings L.P., Medallion International Limited, Medallion Capital
Investments Ltd., Medallion Associates L.P., Medallion Fund L.P., and Medallion RMP
Fund L.P.  [BARCLAYS-PSI-632877-904]

44. Letter Agreement, dated December 21, 2005, between Barclays Bank PLC and Palomino
Limited (COLT Transaction).   [BARCLAYS-PSI-002879-896]

45. Investment Management Agreement, effective October 1, 2004, between Palomino Limited
and Renaissance Technologies Corporation ([T]he Manager shall have full discretion and
authority, without obtaining the Client’s prior approval, to manage the investment and
trading of the Accounts....].  [BARCLAYS-PSI-574664-686]
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46. Barclays email, dated April 2009, re: June Balance sheet targets (Rentec wasn’t
comfortable with directly signing off on the deconsolidation, as they didn’t view this to be
their problem.  They are now considering a proposal to include some new language in their
investment management document which would require them to sign off should we seek to
reconsolidate at a later date.). [BARCLAYS-PSI-025382-383]

47. Barclays email, dated April 2009, re: Colt (Marty Malloy spoke with RenTec today and they
have indicated that they are fine with the proposal in principle, although they apparently
mentioned that their tax counsel would also be putting together a letter agreement of some
kind for us to review in the next couple days.).  [BARCLAYS-PSI-588643] 

48. Barclays email, dated April 2009, re: Palomino letter, attaching April 29, 2009 letter from
Renaissance Technologies to Barclays Bank re: Palomino Limited Investment Management
Agreement.  (Please find the attached letter highlighting our concerns and representations
that Renaissance would like Barclays to make in connection with the changes you are
contemplating for Palomino.).  [BARCLAYS-PSI-326572-575] 

49. Barclays/RenTec email, dated May 2009 (My guys have some comment on the letter and
would like to discuss with our lawyers and Ed.).  [BARCLAYS-PSI-285585-586] 

50. Barclays/PwC email, dated May 2009, re: Palomino to PwC 20/5/09 (...set up for the
benefit of Renaissance, who are exposed to the majority of risks and reward.).  
[BARCLAYS-PSI-328074-077]

51. Barclays email, dated June 2009, re: Project COLT - articles amendment (...restrict the
activities of Palomino to those it is currently engaged in under the COLT transaction.).  
[BARCLAYS-PSI-577747]

52. Rentec/Barclays/Winston Strawn/OrrickHerrington/WalkersGlobal/ email, dated June
2009, re: Palomino Limited - side letter (with attachments).  
[RT-PSI-00361844-847, RT-PSI-00361879-881, RT-PSI-00235499-500]

53. Barclays Capital Memo, dated June 24, 2009, re: Palomino Limited (RenTec controls the
major activities of Palomino and is exposed to substantially all significant risks and
rewards arising from the activities carried out through the PB Accounts, being the only
permitted activities of Palomino.  Consequently, under IAS 27.13 and SIC 12, BBPLC
should de-consolidate Palomino from the date these proposed amendments are effective
because they give rise to a loss of control (IAS 27.32).). [BARCLAYS-PSI-139757-766]

54. Barclays email and Memo, dated June 2009, re: Project COLT - Orphan Note (It has been
agreed with BarCap Finance and PricewaterhouseCoopers (“PwC”) that, following
proposed amendments to Palomino’s memorandum and articles of association (the
“Articles”) and the giving of a covenant by Barclays, as sole shareholder of Palomino, that
it will not seek to amend the Articles in the future without the consent of Renaissance
Technologies LLC (“RenTec”), Barclays will cease to consolidate Palomino under IFRS.). 
[BARCLAYS-PSI-026163-165]
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55. Renaissance Technologies LLC letters, both dated June 26, 2009, re: Palomino Limited
(Barclays hereby further covenants to  Renaissance that it shall not make any amendments
or modifications to the Memorandum and Articles of Association of Palomino after the date
hereof without first obtaining the prior written consent thereto of Renaissance.). 
[RT-PSI-00236651-655 and 00236914-918]

56. Letter Agreement, dated June 26, 2009, between Barclays Banks PLC, Badger Holdings
L.P, Renaissance Technologies LLC and Palomino Limited. 
[BARCLAYS-PSI-730031-032]

57. The Companies Laws ... Memorandum and Articles of Association of Palomino Limited,
dated June 26, 2009.  [RT-PSI-00234974-998]

58. Barclays emailed, dated June 2010, re: Renaissance, attaching Barclays Capital, Portfolio
Analysis of Renaissance Portfolios, CRA, dated June 2010.
[BARCLAYS-PSI-330659-682]

59. Barclays email, dated May 2010, re: COLT XIX - Draft SCM Approvals Notification (The
options reference the value of these PB [Prime Brokerage] accounts, which is equivalent to
them referencing the assets directly, and therefore there is no leakage between the value of
the assets … and the value of the options. Thus, the net effect is that Barclays is extending
senior financing to RenTec.). [BARCLAYS-PSI-010082-083]

60. Barclays email, dated November 2010, re: Privileged - Colt (This [the GLAM] is a detailed
write up of Colt concluding it doesn't work. We can discuss on MDs [managing directors]
call but I intend to reach out to RenTec and Ed Cohen this morning to make sure they are
aware.  We will also confirm it does not impact Barclays.  The only issue for Barclays I
could see is some deemed wht [withholding] agent issue as the memo concludes that
RenTec are the legal owner of the stocks.  To me this would signal that IRS is inevitably
going to litigate Colt.).   [BARCLAYS-PSI-748506-507]

61. Barclays Memo to SCM US Approvals Committee, dated October 3, 2012, re: COLT
XXVII (The tax risk is assumed by the Client.  The New Option Transaction does not
meaningfully increase Barclays’ reputation risk in relation to the Option Transactions,
because writing a new option (or exercising an existing one) should be viewed as the
maintenance of a longstanding structure.).   [BARCLAYS-PSI-016946-947]

62. Barclays Memo to Tax Risk Committee, dated October 3, 2012: re: COLT (There is a
reputation risk for Barclays, especially if the matter proceeds to court and the IRS’s
challenge and Barclays’ role become publicly disclosed.). [BARCLAYS-PSI-016951-952]

63. Barclays email, dated October 2012, re: COLT SCM Transaction/Important (The SCM US
Approvals Committee recently approved an option transaction in which US tax reputation
risk is an issue, and the Committee has engaged in the Tax Risk Committee on the
transaction.).   [BARCLAYS-PSI-748590]
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64. Barclays Memo to Tax Risk Committee, dated October 12, 2012, re: COLT (This memo
explains the background to an investment structure which has been in place for 10 years
and explains why, notwithstanding the publicity risk that Barclays is subject to as a witness
to the case if the Client proceeds to litigate in court, we believe it remains an appropriate
transaction for Barclays to be a party to.).  [BARCLAYS-PSI-018114-116]

65. Barclays Memo to SMC US Approvals Committee, dated November 2012, re: Project
COLT XXVII (Renaissance Technologies) - Approvals Notification (SCM has notified and
received approval from the following in relation to proceeding with the proposed
transaction: Tax, Finance, Credit Risk, Market Risk, Regulatory, Legal, Compliance, and
Operations.).  [BARCLAYS-PSI-017091-093]

66. Barclays email, dated November 2012, re: Palomino options (...it was agreed that any exit
from this structure would not result in the 60 days notice would be given, rather there
would be more notice meaning that Reny would not have to close out the option and suffer
short term capital gains tax.).   [BARCLAYS-PSI-322103]

67. BARCLAYS, New COLT Transaction, Transaction Review Committee, December 2013, (A
reputational risk may arise to Barclays if the Original COLT Transaction proceeds to
court or is included in a public hearing.  However, it is considered that the New COLT
Transaction does not meaningfully increase Barclays’ reputation risk in relation to the
COLT Transactions, especially as it eliminate the Rate Differential Benefit.). 
[BARCLAYS-PSI-748587-589]

68. Excerpts of Securities and Exchange Commission Form 20-F, Annual Reports for Barclays
PLC, Barclays Bank PLC, reflecting that Palomino was not controlled by Barclays. 
a. Fiscal year ended December 31, 2009; 
b. Fiscal year ended December 31, 2010;

 c. Fiscal year ended December 31, 2011; 
d. Fiscal year ended December 31, 2012; and
e. Fiscal year ended December 31, 2013. 
(...they are excluded from consolidation because the Group either cannot direct the
financial and operating policies of these entities, or on the grounds that another entity has
a superior economic interest in them.).  

h  h  h








































































































































































































































































































